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ABSTRACT

Implementation of the Federal Tier 2 vehicular emission standards according to the schedule
presented in the December, 1999 Final Rule will result in substantial reductions of NMHC, CO,
~Ox, and fine particle emissions fkom motor vehicles. Currently, when compared to Tier 1 and
even NLEV certification requirements, the emissions performance of automobiles and light-duty
trucks powered by non-petroleum (especially, gaseous) fiels (i.e., vehicles collectively termed
AFVS) enjoy measurable advantage over their gasoline- and diesel-fieled counterparts over the
full Federal Test Procedure and, especially, in Bag 1 (cold start). For the lighter end of these
vehicle classes, this advantage may disappear shortly after 2004 under the new standards, but
should continue for a longer period (perhaps beyond 2008) for the heavier end as well as for
heavy-duty vehicles relative to diesel-fi,ieled counterparts. Because of the continuing commitment
of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Clean Cities coalitions to the acquisition and operation of
AFVS of many types and size classes, it is important for them to know in which classes their
acquisitions will remain “clean” relative to the petroleum-fheled counterparts they might
otherwise procure. This paper provides an approximate timeline for and expected magnitude of
such savings, assuming that fill implementation of the Tier 2 standards covering both vehicular
emissions and fbel suti limits proceeds on schedule. The pollutants of interest are primary
ozone precursors and fine particulate matter flom fhel combustion.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

U.S. EPA has recognized that the growing share of light trucks (including pickups, minivans, and
sport-utility vehicles) in the United States vehicle fleet, together with the disparity under current
standards between emission limits respectively applicable to cars and light trucks, could lead to a
more rapid rate of increase in domestic vehicle-source air pollution inventories than was
anticipated in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. Accordingly, on December 21, 1999, EPA
issued a final rule that, for the first time, has applied “... a single average exhaust emission
standard that would cover both passenger cars and all light trucks operated on any fuel (emphasis
added).”i This preamble articulates two key objectives of the newly proposed. so-called “Tier 2“
standards. Aside from the car vs. truck issue, these Tier 2 standards are as stated designed to
recti~ any emissions inequality within vehicle category but between fiels.

This inequality is illustrated by emission test data for model year 1998 and later vehicles certified
under the current federal (“Tier 1”) standards. The tests tend to show a consistent net benefit in
emissions of NMHC, CO, and, generally, NOX for non-petroleum (especially gaseous) fieled
vehicles, so-called AFVS, relative to their gasoline and/or diesel counterparts.~’ J Benefits are
especially pronounced for the cold start (“Bag 1”) phase of the LA-75 test sequence, which prior
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. to the 1‘W9 model year comprised 100°4 of the Federal Test l?rocedure {supplemental bag
“’measurements o L respectively. strenuous high-transient opemtion and accessory loading..,<.
especially air conditioning, have now been added to the Procedure). The emission ditierences
bet ween fiei types are those measured at the tailpipe for CO and NOX and both at the tdpipe and

‘ in the evaporative “SHED’” test for NMHC (by definition gaseous-tided nor electric ~ehicles
have evaporative emissions). With the implementation of Tier 2 standards beginning in the 20C14

model year and emission certification under the new Supplemental Federal Test Procedure
(SFTP), inherent advantages of non-petroleum fhels (with the exception of ali-electric vehicular
operation) should begin to virtually disappear for LDVS (automobiles). However. it is a different
story on the light truck side, where the ongoing popular shiil to higher-gross-weight acquisitions
(so-called LDT2), the proposed “bin” structure of test group standards, and the delay (to 2009) of
fill implementation of the standards for this heavier subclass, all assure a continuing net benefit
for this class of AFVs well into the fiture. This is reassuring news for both Clean Cities
Coalitions (and other consortia) and the individual private and municipal interests that, on the
premise that AFVS were a truly “cleaner” alternative for their fleets, have made commitments of
long standing to their acquisition. And yes, with respect to the heavier pickup, utility and panel
trucks and vans increasingly popular with fleet buyers, they are indeed cleaner.

STRUCTURE AND EFFECT OF THE TIER 2 LIGHT-DUTY STANDARDS

Establishment of Certification “Bins”

The “bins” approach to exhaust emission limits presented in the December21, 1999 rulernaking
and shown in Table 1 creates unprecedented flexibdky for manufacturers to achieve collective
emissions compliance across their new vehicle offerings. In this syste~ a manufacturer selects a
set (or bin) of emission standards with which a test group of its vehicles must comply, then
identifies the group(s) for each target bin. Such grouping must assure that the weighted value of
certification emission levels across the entire LDV/LDT 1-4 (and now MDPV) fleet meets the
required “corporate average” limit for all pollutants of interest (in this specific case, emphasis is
on the NOX average limit of 0.07 g/m). Compared to Phase 2 of the Low Emission Vehicle
(LEV) program adopted in CaHornia, Tier 2 has three additional (generally more lenient)
standard set bins in which to certify test groups in building the corporate average. This feature
was introduced in response to comments that more averaging bins enabled greater manufacturer
flexibility. In essence, it enables manufacturers to reserve the more lenient bins for their hot-
selhng heavier light trucks and vans while producing very stringently controlled automobiles and
lighter-weight light trucks.

The across-the-board stringency of the new diurnal and hot soak HC emission limits of Tier 2,
shown in Table 2, coupled with Nissan’s recent certification of a zero-evaporative N-MOG
gasoline-tlieled automobile, virtually assures that the “ILEV” (Inherently Low Emission Yehicle)
classification+ based on the concept of ‘-zero evaps,” will lose its significance for LDVS and lighter
LDTs (LLDTs) under Tier 2. Thus, for example, while gaseous-fieled vehicles heretofore could
be assured of a net NMOG emissions reduction credit due only to their ILEV status as zero-
evaporative emitters, this will not necessarily be the case under Tier 2. In fact, some AFVS with
very low or zero evaporative emissions may still end up with worse overall NMOG emission rates
than their Tier 2-cmtified conventionally-fueled counterparts.
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TiIbk 1. ‘-F3in+’structure of”~ier 2 Light-Duty FullL~seful Life E.’dwust Emission Standards

(ghrli.)

Bin # I NMOG
I

co
I

Nox
I

PM
I

FORMALDEHYDE
,

10 0.156 /0.230 ~.~ /64
I 0“6 ‘ 0“08 ‘

0.018 /0.027
(LDV,LLDT /HLDT) do. (LDV, LLDT /’HLDT)

9 0.090 /0.180 4.2 0.3 0.06 0.018

----- ---- ----- ----- ----- ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
8 1 0.125/0.156 1 4.2 [ 0.20 I 0.02 I 0.018

(LDV,LLDT /’HLDT)

7 0.09 4.2 0.15 .-()07 0.018

6 0.09 4.2 0.1 0.01 0.018

5 0.09 4.2 0.07 0.01 0.018

4
i

0.07 I 2.1 1 0.04
I

0.01 1
0.011

3 I 0.055 I 2.1 I 0.03 I 0.01 I 0.011
[ I I I I

2 0.01 2.1 0.02 0.01 0.004
i 1

1 (ZEV) 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.000

Source: Ref 1

Table 2. Final Tier 2 Evaporative Emission Standards (g/test).
{

VEHICLE CLASS 3-DAY DIURNAL + HOT SOAK (supplemental) 2-DAY DIURNAL + HOT SOAK

LDV, LLDT 0.95 1.2

HLDT (LDT3/4) ~ 1.2 1.5 .
Source: Ref. 1

Effect On Emerging High-Efficiency Vehicular Technologies That Use
Conventional Fuels

As long as the sales weighting across all bins for a particular vehicle classification (say, LDV)
results in compliance on uveruge with the Tier 2 fill-usefid-life ( 120,000 -mi.) standard for ISOx
(0.07 ghni.), then vehicles certified to levels not meeting that standard--but consistent with the set
of standards for one of the bins--may be manufactured and sold. Many new light duty vehicle
models are already demonstrating certification values at or near Tier 2 levels, even with the
relatively high-sulfhr certification fiel, Indolene. However, conventional fuels will face
compliance challenges that for some alternative fiels have already been already overcome.
Among questions to be posed are, how quickly would emission performance deteriorate without
Iow-sulfir gasoline, and what is the price paid in fiiel efficiency due to engine recalibrateion,
(extra) downstream control with possible new parasitic losses? Does etiective control come at
the cost of sacrifices in energy conversion efficiency’? And what opportunities-or problems—
does this create for technology advances for the light-duty diesel?
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[t may initially have been planned to establish the most ‘lenient.. bins shown k ‘Table 1 for LlX3v,

LDT <6,000 lb. GVWR (so-called LLDT), and LD’T >6,000 lb. GVW’R (HLDT), respectively;.
to accommodate, upon their emergence after 2004, vehicles produced to meet the fi.ieleconomy
targe[ of [he governmenthdustry consortium. Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles
(PNGV). That target is a threefold improvement over the current Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFE] requirement (e.g. 27.5 mpg for cars, 20.7 mpg for light trucks). However. it
now seems likely that these bins will be used for many of the popular sport-utility vehicles (SUVS)
and minivans that may be unable to meet stringent limits on the diflicult Supplemental Federal
Test Procedure’s (SFTP’S) US06 driving schedule. Were manufacturers to select this option. it
would force PNGV-compliant vehicles into more tightly-controlled bins (“test groups”)

Also of special concern to the PNGV program are Tier 2’s implications for the highIy promising
advanced heat engine technologies compression-ignition direct-injection (CIDI) and spark-ignil[ion
direct-injection (SIDI). In the former case, tight new controls on both PM and NOX will be
needed (and are likely to conflict with one another) for operation on diesel fhel, while in the latter,
only incremental NOX control may be required. For light-duty diesels (CIDI), although advanced
NOX control devices are in development, the technology to control particulate emissions is better
known and fbrther developed, and could involve (1) diesel oxidation catalysts (similar to
oxidation catalysts used on spark ignition, gasoline-fbeled vehicles); (2) diesel particzdatefilters
that trap exhaust particles but must be periodically regenerated; (3) continuously regenerating

traps, a special type of particulate filter that uses an oxidation catalyst to convert NO to N02 that
is subsequently adsorbed onto the collected particulate matter and causes its combustiory or (4)
catalyzed diesel particulate filters, which use a catalyst to initiate oxidation of the particulate
matter. For most of these options, fiel sulfiu causes the catalyst to deteriorate, so the particulate
matter control device selected for use on a LDI)V will depend on the NOX control system used,
the properties of the engine, and the sufir level of the fiel. Developmental-stage NOX controls
for both CIDI and SIDI engines include (1) NOX ad.sorbers, catalytic devices that have been
demonstrated to have the potential to reduce NOX as much as 90% under steady-state operating
conditions but which are sensitive to the suliiu- content of the fbel and lubricating oil; (2) lean
NOX catalysts, which have been shown to reduce NOX emissions by as much as 50%-70% but
ordy over very narrow temperature ranges and only with 10w-sulfbr fuel; (3) non-thermal plasma
catalysts, which have demonstrated over 80°/0 reduction of NOx under laboratory conditions but
with fhel consumption penalties due to use of a reductant as well as electrical power requirements
for the plasma; and (4) selective catalytic reduction, which is similar to lean NOX catalysts except
that urea or ammonia is used as the reductant instead of fiel.

Control of NOx from LDDVS and LDDTs will likely be the most critical factor in achieving the
Tier 2 standards. The strategy used to control NOX will affect the particulate emissions. and it is
unlikely that achieving the Tier 2 standards could be done without exhaust emission control
devices on such diesel-fueled units. The match between these devices and the propulsion fhel(s)
used becomes critical. Moreover, it is clear fi-om evidence submitted to EPA’s proposed
rulemaking dockets for both control of diesel fbel sulfur content~ and the Tier 2 standards that
additional control of diesel emissions and tighter control of NOx generally by “downstream”
devices will be ineffective without key changes to fuel properties--in particular, reduction of
current average sulfi.ir content for both gasoline and diesel fuel.
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HLDTs, MDPVS, and the SUE%’ Classification

The United States has moved into the sixth consecutive year of migration of its personal new
vehicle market toward light trucks [a classification that includes minivans and sport utiiity
vd-icles—SUVs--iess than 8,500 lb. GVW). An even heavier vehicle category, the medium-duty
passenger vehicle (hfDPV) comprising the largest (8,500-10,000 lb. GVW) of the SWs and 15-
passenger vans, has gained a significant market share. lMoreover, the preferences of commercial
fleet buyers have been gravitating in recent years toward the heavier end (6,000 -8,500 lb. GVW’)
of available new LDTs, so-called HLDTs. In 1999, new trucks accounted for 58°/0of domestic
light-duty vehicle sales, and of this share, at least 20Y0, or 1.5 million vehicle sales, were in the
HLDT categtmy.4 Vehicle manufacturers needing to meet Corporate Average Fuel Economy
(CAFE) requirements for their LDT offerings (more lenient for light trucks than for automobiles
but still exceeding 20 mpg fleet average) have recognized the dilemma of a sales bias toward
heavier and heavier vehicles: increasing difficulty in complying with CAFE. Producing and selling
non-petroleum (AFV) versions of their popular pickup and van models enables a generous fleet
fuel economy benefit to be realized fi-om the high CAFE allowances for such vehicles (the CAFE
calculation is based on petroleum product consumption). With an alternative fiel such as
compressed natural gas, there is in addition a bonus of ultra-low emission capability. The State of
California has created a “SULEV” (Super ~ow-&nission ~ehicle) category for the second phase
of its Low Emission Vehicle program The W.JLEV standards set for the vehicle category that
covers HLDTs (California equivalent based on loaded vehicle weight greater than 5,750 lbs.) are
consistently and easily met-even surpassed-by gaseous-fbeled AFVS. Meanwhile, the gasol.ine-
and, in some cases, diesel-fi.teled counterparts of these AFVS are in general achieving only LEV
(Low l@ission TJehicle) certification status. California SULEV certification requirements fhll
approximately between Tier 2 bins 4 and 5, shown in Table 1, for all affected pollutants. Natural
gas-powered HLDTs (trucks and vans) have been certi@ing at or below most of these levels for
the past two years, as shown in Table 3, leading to the suggestion that incentive-driven increases
in fleet sales of heavier AFVS be applied as a strategy to offset the pressure imposed by the hot
SUV market on the most lenient (and eventually to be phased out) Tier 2 bins.

Table 3. 120,000-mile federal exhaust certification values for recent model year HLDT AFVS.

I Truck Model I Model Year I NMHC I NOX I co

. . . . . . . . . . . ------ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

t i

---------------- ----------------- t-------- ----------- >----------------
Ford Econoline (E-350) 1998/9 .0079 : 0.086 : 0.327

Dodge Ram Van --””-t-------”------”-'------"""----"--'-"--"-"---"----"-"-'--"--""-----"-""2000 i .060 ; 0.107 : 1.882
I I t 1

Source: Manufacturer certification data (Ref. 6)

MDPVS are not currently covered by stringent emission regulations, as they are assigned under
present emission control requirements to the heavy-duty vehicle category. Nevertheless, with
implemental ion of Tier 2 standards, these vehicles will also fall within the purview of the bin
structure shown in Table 1. Thus, either they will (eventually) have to achieve certification at bin
8 levels or better, or a reduction in [J.S. sales of conventionally fheled versions will be necessary.
More emphasis on producing AFVS in this category could liorestall this necessity.
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Conventional vs. SIJLEV-Certified M?V Emission Rate Gap Through 2005

Table 4 shows the Tier phase-in schedule for the various affected light- and medium-duty
categories.

Tabie 4. Tier 2 phase-in and interim standards by affected vehicle class

NLEV or “early NLEV or “early NLEV or “early 25°/0 min. 5o”h IT
LDV/LLDT banking” credit banking” credit banking” credit compliance compliance

HLDT All “early banking” credit for Tier 2; interim standards in effect (see below)

MDPV All “early banking” credit for Tier 2; interim standards in effect (see below)
,---- ---l ----- ----- - ----- ----- ----- ----- ----

NOX bin NOX bin

INTERIM TIER 1 for TIER 1 for TIER 1 for avg.=0.2 avg.=41.2 g/mi.;

HLDT LDT2 LDT2 LDT2 gimi.; 500/. Mk

25°/0 min. compliance

HDE (> 8,500 HDE (> 8,500 HDE (> 8,500 NOX bin NOX bin

INTERIM lb.) TIER 1 lb.) TIER 1 lb.) TIER 1 avg.=0.2 avg.=0.2 g/mi.;

MDPV STANDARDS STANDARDS STANDARDS glmi.; 500/0 min.

[engi.ne cert.) {engine cert.) {engin e cert.) 250/o min. compliance
— -.

Source: Ret 1

Figure 1 (a-c) illustrates the expected regulation-driven performance under this schedule by
conventionally-fueled light- and rdliected medium-duty vehicle categories compared to SULEV-.
certified counterparts through about 2005, which corresponds to the second model year of Tier 2
applicability.

SULEVS in all categories retain an emissions rate advantage, although it is declining and
eventually negative for NOX from LDVS and LLDTs as Tier 2 phase-in passes 50 percent. With
no real Tier 2 impact on HLDTs and MDPVS before 2007 (except under the “early banking”
program), the emissions gap remains sizeable. NOTE: estimates for MDPV based on engine-
certification units of glbhp-h converted to g/rni. by a factor of 1.217.7]

b



Figure 1. Estimate of emissions comparison between standard-compliant d S(_~LEV-certii&i.
vehicles in each category for (a) hiMHC. (b) XOX. and (C’Icombustion PM
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Conventional vs. SULEV-CertHied AFV Emission Rate Gap After 2006

Figure 2 (a-c) illustrates the expected regulation-driven pefiorrnance of conventionally-fieled
light- and affected medium-duty vehicle categories compared to SULEV-certified counterparts
through 2011, two years afier 100% Tier 2 applicability. Only the HLDT and MDPV
comparisons are show as the LDV and LLDT gap will have closed by 2007 with virtual
elimination of the cold start penalty for conventional fhels. Even after 10OOATier 2 phase-in fo,r
the heavier vehicle categories, SULEV certification offers an advantage with respect to the
required limits--even if manufacturers succeed in bringing heavier light trucks and SUVS dowm to
bin 5 or 6 levels. Tier 2 restrictions may overtake SULEV qualification for new model year
trucks in the years after 2008, but SULEVS purchased earlier (certainly through 2008) will
continue accruing out-year benefits well into the second decade of the century.

Although such a comparison is not shown, it is anticipated that some gaseous-fbeled vehicles in
the HLDT and MDPV categories will be able to meet yet-to-be-specified “NZEV” (Near Zero-
Emission Vehicle) certification levels in Caltiornia, sustaining an advantage even beyond the time
horizon shown in Figure 2. However, a crucial issue in the determination of ’’cleaner” vs.
“cleanesl” is the need to improve the measurement resolution of certification test instruments. At
extremely low emission recordings per test, the relative magnitude of measurement error can be
high and thus the ability to make reliable vehicle-to-vehicle comparisons impaired.
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Figure 2. Estirndk of emissions comparison after year 2005 Mwwn stardd-compliant and
SIJLEV-certified vehkks in etich category for (a) NMHC. (b) NOX. and (c) combustion PM.
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